Jesus continued in His prayer.

Transfer the letters from the puzzle pieces to the matching blanks to read what Jesus said about His disciples.

“As e in a v n to    ent wor thld.”

Thank you for worshipping with us!

Jesus Prays for His Disciples

Jesus prayed to God the Father.

Find 12 differences in the second picture.
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Jesus prayed, "I will remain in the world no longer, but they are still in the world."

Write the letter that is missing from each set below on the line.

FGI MNP JKM WXZ
EGH ZBC SUV FGI DFG PQS
NOQ PQS MNP SUV DFG BDE SUV
SUV FGI DFG LNO ACD WXZ

Use the graph code to fill in the blanks.

Jesus continued in prayer.

Your ___ ___ ___ ___ is truth."